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Introduction
Welcome to the open source Digital Rebar community! This 
community was started in June 2011 at OSCON with the launch 
of Dell Crowbar Project led by Rob Hirschfeld and Greg Althaus. In 
early 2016, Rob and Greg transitioned the project to Digital Rebar 
as part of their startup, RackN. 

The community builds, maintains, and supports an Apache2 
licensed open source solution Digital Rebar Provision. As the 
community sponsor, RackN provides day to day management of 
the community including the GitHub site, development activities 
and community promotion. Additionally, RackN offers commercial 
support, custom integrations, training, and advanced technology 
for Digital Rebar Provision users interested in extending the open 
source feature set. 

Digital Rebar 
Community Information
Community Mission
The mission of Digital Rebar is:  
Embrace the Heterogeneous Nature of Data Center Operations 
while Eliminating Complexity and Manual Steps

Community Motivation
The principal motivation for the community is: 
Collaborate on a technology that revolutionizes how traditional 
data center infrastructure operations can gracefully absorb next-
generation workloads without churn and additional technological 
complexity. DRP enables upgrade and continuous deployment 
automation for production-scale deployments of technology such 
as Docker, Kubernetes, Cloud Foundry, etc.

Executive Summary
This document contains information 
about the open source Digital Rebar 
community building Digital Rebar 
Provision.  It is especially useful for new 
users, developers or other interested 
parties in understanding the community, 
its methodologies, communication 
channels, and community standards.

Community Code of Conduct
The latest and complete Code of Conduct information is available 
at http://rebar.digital/community/code_of_conduct.html. 

The purpose of our Community Code of Conduct is to ensure 
that all participants in the Digital Rebar community have the best 
possible experience. We are all here to help each other learn, grow 
our skill sets, and have a good time.

The Digital Rebar Community Code of Conduct covers our 
behavior as members of the Digital Rebar community, in any forum, 
mailing list, wiki, web site, code repository, IRC channel, private 
correspondence, or public meetings.

This isn't an exhaustive list of things that you can't do. Rather, take 
it in the spirit in which it's intended — a guide to make it easier to 
be excellent to each other. We expect it to be followed in spirit as 
much as in the letter.

• Be Considerate

• Be Patient

• Be Respectful

• Be Nice

• Communicate Effectively

• Ask for Help when Unsure 

If you have any issues or need assistance, please contact  
info@rackn.com. As a company, we take our community's health 
seriously and want to ensure everyone has a good experience, so 
please contact us at info@rackn.com if there is an issue so we can 
help address it. 

The Digital Rebar Community Code of Conduct is licensed under 
the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 license.
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Community Operations
The community operates with a few standard tools/processes 
available to all community members. 

GitHub - All source code is available via the Digital Rebar Provision 
GitHub at https://github.com/digitalrebar/provision.  

Documentation - The latest documents for Digital Rebar Provision 
are at https://provision.readthedocs.io/en/latest/. In addition, a 
Quick Start and Install Guide are also available. 

Issues and Roadmaps - For current known issues and roadmap 
information, please visit GitHub at https://github.com/digitalrebar/
provision/issues. 

Communications - The Digital Rebar community actively uses a 
Slack #Community channel. Details on the Slack channel and a 
form to join the channel at https://rackn.com/support/slack. Private 
channels are available based on need. 

Direct to RackN Team - If you wish to speak to the RackN 
team please send an email to info@rackn.com for immediate 
consideration and response. 

Slack Archive - All previously published #Community conversations 
are available as well. 

Bi-Weekly Online Meetups - The Digital Rebar community meets 
every other week via the Online Meetup. Information on this 

Meetup is available at https://www.meetup.com/digitalrebar/. All 
Meetups are recorded and video playbacks are stored in the RackN 
YouTube channel under the Meetup Playlist. If you would like to 
present or request content for a Meetup please let us know at 
info@rackn.com. 

Demonstration Videos - RackN and Community members release 
new technology videos on a regular basis in the RackN YouTube 
channel in the Digital Rebar Provision Playlist. All community members 
creating new videos are encouraged to share with info@rackn.com 
so the videos can be added to the community playlist. 

Digital Rebar Event Participation - The RackN team and community 
members occasionally sponsor and attend various events. For a list 
of upcoming events please visit https://rackn.com/events.  If you are 
interested in promoting Digital Rebar at an event please contact 
info@rackn.com.

Meet Cloudia 
All open source community’s need 
a mascot and we are pleased to 
introduce you to Cloudia, our 
Digital Rebar Bear. If you need any 
imagery, stickers, etc please let us 
know at info@rackn.com.

Digital Rebar Provision is an autonomous 
shell that takes packages containing 
instructions for provisioning. These packages 
come from three sources:

1. Digital Rebar Packages - Open source 
within the Digital Rebar community

2. Customer Packages - Proprietary 
packages not released to the community

3. RackN Packages - Proprietary packages 
supported and sold by RackN to DRP users

RackN supports the Digital Rebar Community by managing the community as 
well supporting and building a variety of open source packages.  These packages 
include Linux OS provisioning, automation scripts and management. For customers 
needing additional services, RackN provides proprietary packages such as multi-path 
provisioning, resource pool management, out-of-band management via IPMI, injection 
of SSH keys, live event notification and others.

Introduction 
Digital Rebar Provision (DRP) is a modern data center provisioning and content scaffolding platform 
designed with a cloud native architecture replacing Cobblerm Foreman, MaaS or similar technologies. 
It offers a single golang binary (less than 30MB) with no dependencies capable of installation on a 
laptop, RPi or switch supporting both bare metal and virtualized infrastructure provisioning.

Digital Rebar 
Provision

https://github.com/digitalrebar/provision/issues
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RackN Portal
RackN provides completely integrated automation 
from metal to platforms and beyond. Our unique 
composable approach allows you to mix-and-match 
a wide range of infrastructures and tools into a single 
management abstraction.

A SaaS based UX (RackN Portal) is available for both 
the open source community and RackN customers. This 
tool enables rapid workflow creation and operation 
on nodes from a Digital Rebar Provision endpoint. 
Community members find it quicker to understand and 
operate DRP with the RackN Portal than the traditional 
CLI approach. Thus, the community always recommends 
starting with the RackN Portal to operate DRP.   

The RackN Portal is designed to also meet a critical 
customer requirement for secure data centers, air gap. 
With no need for the RackN Portal to access an external 
network, customers are able to deploy the Portal within 

Getting Started
The RackN Portal has the basic Quick Start information directly 
on the front page to start the provisioning process. Additional 
education materials are also available:

• Demo script to enable DRP with Terraform  
and Packet.net (Link)

• Deploy and Test Digital Rebar in Less than 10 Minutes:  
How To Guide (Link)

• RackN Portal Management Connection to the  
10 Minute Demo (Link)

• Create your First CentOS7 Machine on RackN Portal  
with Digital Rebar Provision (Link)

These guides are all built for users without access to local 
infrastructure to learn DRP using Packet.net hosts. 

All community members should obtain Digital Rebar Slack 
#Community access to engage with the community and RackN 
engineers. When registering for the RackN Portal please select 
Slack access as well. 

Enterprise Features 
Available Features 
RackN builds proprietary packages for customers looking to 
extend the basic open source Digital Rebar Provision solution. The 
following RackN packages are available to RackN Portal users within 
the community:

• IPMI

• Image-Based Deployments 

• Honeycomb.io Prototype

• Image Builder

• Kubernetes via Ansible Kubespray

• KRIB - Kubernetes via kubeadm

This list may be incomplete as RackN adds new packages regularly. 
Check with the RackN team or the Advanced Features list on the 
RackN Portal for the latest.

30 -Day Trial Licenses 
Community members interested in obtaining a 30-day trial 
license of all Advanced Features from RackN should contact 
the RackN Team to obtain an Organization ID which allows 
DRP to accept your request to download Advanced Features 
into the RackN Portal. 

RackN will support all trial license users using a private Slack 
channel if so desired by the licensee.

their firewall or private network. Providing this security feature to customers ensures 
access to our management platform without opening a security hole.

• KRIB HA - Kubernetes  
via kubeadm

• Switch Port Discover (LLDP)

• Ansible Dynamic Inventory

• Machine Burn-in Testing

• LiveBoot Builder

• Terraform Metal Plug-In

https://github.com/digitalrebar/provision/tree/master/examples/pkt-demo
https://www.rackn.com/2018/03/14/deploy-and-test-digital-rebar-provision-in-less-than-10-minutes-how-to-guide/
https://www.rackn.com/2018/03/21/rackn-portal-management-connection-to-the-10-minute-demo/
https://www.rackn.com/2018/04/05/create-your-first-centos-7-machine-on-rackn-portal-with-digital-rebar-provision/
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Community and  
RackN Contacts 

Email - info@rackn.com 

Shane Gibson - Senior Architect and Community Evangelist (shane@rackn.com) 

Social Media 

•	 Twitter:	@digitalrebar	and	@rackngo

•	 LinkedIn:	RackN	Company	Page	

•	 YouTube:	RackN	and	Digital	Rebar	

•	 SlideShare:	RackN	

•	 Blog:	RackN	and	Digital	Rebar	

•	 Podcast:	L8istSh9y

The following contacts are useful to reach 
the community or RackN team. 




